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Summary 14 
Layer-dependent fMRI allows measurements of information flow in cortical circuits, as afferent and 15 
efferent connections terminate in different cortical layers. However, it is unknown to what level 16 
human fMRI is specific and sensitive enough to reveal directional functional activity across layers. To 17 
answer this question, we developed acquisition- and analysis-methods for BOLD and cerebral-blood-18 
volume (CBV)-based laminar fMRI, and used these to discriminate four different tasks in the human 19 
motor cortex (M1). In agreement with anatomical data from animal studies, we found evidence for 20 
somatosensory and premotor input in superficial layers of M1, and for cortico-spinal motor-output in 21 
deep layers. Laminar resting-state fMRI showed directional functional connectivity of M1 with 22 
somatosensory and premotor areas. Our findings demonstrate that CBV-fMRI can be used to 23 
investigate cortical activity in humans with unprecedented detail, allowing investigations of 24 
information flow between brain regions and outperforming conventional BOLD results that are often 25 
hidden under vascular biases.  26 
Introduction  27 
Neural activity in the human brain evokes local changes in oxygen consumption, blood flow and blood 28 
vessel dilation. These hemodynamic changes can be measured with functional magnetic resonance 29 
imaging (fMRI). Increasing the spatial resolution allows the measurement of stimulus-driven fMRI and 30 
resting-state (rs) fMRI of cortical layers. Based on what is known of cortical function across layers, 31 
layer-specific fMRI may allow discrimination of activation that reflects cortical input or output.  Layer-32 
specific rs-fMRI may allow assessment of the functional connections that mediate this input and 33 
output. Conventional high-resolution blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) fMRI is not well 34 
suited to resolve layer-specific activity due to its poor spatial specificity (Turner, 2002), unclear noise 35 
characteristics, and its non-quantitative and indirect nature (Buxton et al., 2014; Gagnon et al., 2016; 36 
Goense and Logothetis, 2006). CBV-based fMRI can provide higher spatial specificity making laminar 37 
fMRI more specific and robust (Goense et al., 2012; Huber et al., 2015; Kennerley et al., 2005; Kim et 38 
al.,  2013;  Uludaǧ  and  Blinder,  2017). 39 
Here, we introduce an fMRI method and analysis pipeline to measure CBV changes with sub-millimeter 40 
resolution. We apply it to discriminate the laminar activity patterns elicited in M1 by four stimuli that 41 
differ in their relative contributions of neural activity associated with input and output. Studies in 42 
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Fig.	S1:	Cortical	layer	assignment	by	comparison	between	high-resolution	post-mortem	and	in-vivo	data.	3	
Related	to	Fig.	2F,	3B.	4	
A-E)	Post-mortem	data	identifying	MR-sensitive	layer-landmarks.	The	position	of	layers	II/III	can	be	identified	by	5	
the	 gradual	 decrease	 of	 T1	 and	 T2*	 with	 cortical	 depth,	 associated	with	 a	 gradient	 in	myelin	 (inferred	 from	6	
phosphorus)	and	iron.	Layers	Va/Vb	can	be	identified	through	a	plateau	of	T1	and	T2*	with	indication	of	two	sub-7	
peaks	(red	arrows).	Those	landmarks	are	also	visible	in	in-vivo	data	of	participants	of	this	study	(panel	F-J,	L)	and	8	
are	used	to	assign	the	position	of	layers	across	functional	profiles.	The	superficial	peak	in	CBV	data	is	located	9	
mostly	 in	 layers	 II/III,	 while	 the	 secondary,	 deeper	 peak	 is	mostly	 located	 in	 layers	 Vb/VI	 (panel	 K).	 Across	10	
resolutions	of	0.2	mm	(post-mortem),	0.35	mm	(in-vivo,	anatomical),	and	0.75	mm	(functional/anatomical),	T1-11	
profiles	always	show	an	“L”-shape.	In	this	study,	the	“knee-point”	(brown	arrow	in	panel	M)	is	used	as	a	layer	12	
landmark	for	the	approximate	position	of	 layer	Va	 in	 functional	results.	We	assume	that	the	fMRI	activity	at	13	
locations	between	the	GM-CSF	border	and	layer	Va	are	mostly	coming	from	layer	II/III.	We	assume	that	the	fMRI	14	
activity	at	locations	between	the	GM-WM	border	and	layer	Va	are	mostly	coming	from	layer	Vb/VI.	But	note	15	
that	we	actually	do	not	have	clear	MRI-visible	landmarks	of	the	location	of	layer	II/III	and	Vb/VI	(red,	turquoise,	16	
green,	and	orange	in	background).	Hence,	those	layers	are	not	assigned	in	the	cortical	profiles	of	the	main	text.	17	
See	also	STAR	method	section	METHOD	DETAILS.		18	
		19	
	 	20	
		 3	
Fig.	S2:	Stability	and	reproducibility	of	single-participant	results	across	days	and	tasks.	Related	to	Fig.	2	and	21	
Fig.	3.	22	
		 4	
	23	
A)	Reproducibility	across	days:	In	order	to	test	the	reproducibility	of	depth-dependent	activity	features,	three	24	
participants	were	invited	multiple	times	over	a	period	of	6	months	(during	which	the	SC72	gradient	and	shim	25	
coil	set	was	damaged	and	replaced	once).	Columns	in	panel	A	refer	to	data	across	different	days.	Rows	refer	to	26	
different	contrasts	with	and	without	smoothing	along	the	individual	depths.	Note	that	the	in-plane	angulation	27	
of	the	imaging	slices	was	not	identical	across	experiments.	In	all	scan	sessions,	VASO	signal	changes	show	clear	28	
features	of	a	double-layer	response	(see	black	arrows).	29	
B)	Detectability	in	individual	participants:	The	four	columns	refer	to	the	four	tasks	applied.	The	different	rows	30	
refer	to	the	two	contrasts,	BOLD	signal	and	VASO	signal	with	and	without	smoothing	along	the	cortical	depths.	31	
The	applicability	of	the	proposed	methodology	of	this	study	to	address	neuroscientific	research	questions	with	32	
cognitive	tasks	that	elicit	weaker	neural	modulations	can	be	appreciated	in	light	of	the	ipsilateral	tapping	and	33	
motionless	touching	tasks,	which	evoke	smaller	vascular	changes.	The	same	depth-dependent	features	that	are	34	
found	upon	averaging	across	participants	(Fig.	3	of	the	main	text)	can	be	seen	in	the	individual	participant	as	35	
well.	Namely:	i)	For	tapping	with	touch,	the	dominant	CBV	increase	occurs	in	the	superficial	cortical	laminae	with	36	
a	 secondary	peak	at	deeper	cortical	depths.	 ii)	 For	 tapping	without	 touch,	 the	CBV	change	 in	 the	superficial	37	
cortical	 laminae	 is	 reduced.	 iii)	 For	 ipsilateral	 tapping,	 there	 is	 a	 negative	 CBV	 change	 at	 superficial	 cortical	38	
depths,	with	minimal	CBV	change	in	lower	cortical	depths.	iv)	For	being	touched	without	tapping,	a	positive	CBV	39	
change	is	solely	visible	in	superficial	cortical	depths.	As	discussed	in	the	main	text,	BOLD	fMRI	is	less	specific,	but	40	
shows	indications	of	similar	features.	While	the	right-hand	tapping	tasks	evoked	clearly	visible	activity	patterns,	41	
the	weaker	 tasks	of	 ipsilateral	 tapping	and	 touch	only	are	harder	 to	spot	by	eye	 (top	 row).	After	 smoothing	42	
within	the	cortical	depths,	the	task	induced	fMRI	signal	changes	become	better	visible.		43	
	 	44	
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Fig	S3:	Stability	and	repeatability	of	results	across	participants.	Related	to	Fig	3.	 	45	
		 6	
A-B)	fMRI	signal	changes	for	a	finger	tapping	with	touch	with	corresponding	zoomed	sections	of	the	hand	knob	46	
for	CBV-fMRI	and	BOLD-fMRI.	Black	arrows	indicate	positions,	where	a	double	peak	response	can	be	identified	47	
with	the	naked	eye.	C)	The	corresponding	layer-profiles	of	all	participants	for	CBV	and	BOLD,	respectively.	D)	48	
Inter-trial	variability	for	all	participants,	tasks,	and	contrasts.	E)	Statistical	testing	results	investigating	whether	49	
the	cortical	layer-profiles	of	tapping	with	touch	can	be	explained	by	one	or	two	sub-distributions.	The	Larkin-F-50	
score	refers	to	the	likelihood	of	a	bimodal	distribution.	Larkin-F-tests	should	not	be	confused	with	conventional	51	
F-test	generating	inferential	significance	scores.	Larkin-F-scores	larger	than	1	refer	to	a	higher	likelihood	that	the	52	
laminar	profiles	are	bimodal	as	opposed	to	unimodal.	The	p-values	refer	to	the	probability	that	such	a	Larkin-F-53	
score	can	be	explained	by	a	distribution	of	noise	(e.g.	rejecting	the	null	hypothesis).	Here,	noise	refers	to	inter-54	
trial	variability.	Note	that	in	the	laminar	profiles	shown	here,	neighboring	data-points	are	not	independent	from	55	
each	other	(as	the	profiles	are	taken	from	a	spatial	grid	that	is	finder	than	the	voxel	size).	To	account	for	this	in	56	
the	estimation	of	p-values,	the	signal	and	noise	correlation	between	neighboring	voxels	is	quantified	with	FSL	57	
SMOOTHEST	(Nichols,	2008).	Here,	only	a	Larkin-F-score	larger	than	12.1	exceeds	the	significance	threshold	of	58	
p	 <	 0.05	 (as	 opposed	 to	 an	 Larkin-F-score	 of	 4,	 if	 data	 points	 were	 independent).	 The	 Larkin-F-scores	 are	59	
significantly	higher	for	CBV	compared	to	BOLD	(1000	bootstrap	resampling	test,	p	<	0.00015).	 	60	
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Fig	S4:	Comparison	of	various	fMRI	contrast	mechanisms.	Related	to	Fig.	3.		61	
	62	
Panels	A-F	depict	the	MRI	sequences	that	are	compared:	VASO,	GE-BOLD	EPI,	SE-BOLD	EPI,	T1ρ-prep	TFE,	T2-prep	63	
TFE,	diffusion-weighted	T2-prep	TFE.	Panels	G-L	depict	the	raw	image	with	functional	activity	elicited	by	finger	64	
tapping	overlaid	(12	min	experiment).	VASO	(panel	G)	and	SE-EPI	(panel	I)	show	weak	indications	of	a	double-65	
layer	response	(black	arrows).	The	respective	sensitivity	and	localized	specificity	of	all	contrast	mechanisms	are	66	
summarized	in	panel	M.	Here,	specificity	and	sensitivity	are	approximated	by	means	of	the	profile	slope	and	67	
activity	z-score.	For	depiction	of	alternative	approximations,	see	(Huber	et	al.,	2017b).	Panel	M	shows	that	the	68	
fMRI	contrasts	typically	exhibit	either	high	sensitivity	or	high	specificity,	but	not	both	(dotted	line).	Only	VASO	69	
does	not	fall	on	this	line.	VASO	shows	a	compromise	of	moderate	sensitivity	and	moderate	specificity.	 	70	
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Fig	S5:	Effects	of	various	advanced	analysis	strategies	on	laminar	profiles.	Related	to	STAR	method	section	71	
METHOD	DETAILS	and	Tab.	S1.	72	
	73	
		 9	
The	figure	illustrates	the	effect	of	different	analysis	strategies	on	the	shape	of	the	laminar	profiles.	Panel	A-B	74	
show	that	using	an	anatomical	reference	derived	from	the	EPI	image	is	advantageous	over	using	the	typical	T1-75	
weighted	MPRAGE	acquired	in	a	separate	scan.	A:	Using	an	MPRAGE	reference	introduces	blurring	of	the	cortical	76	
profile,	while	 the	 EPI-reference	 allows	 accurate	 cortical	 depth	 estimation	 and	 high-quality	 alignment	 across	77	
experiments.	Blurring	might	be	associated	with	errors	in	distortion	correction	or	errors	in	alignment.	B:	obtaining	78	
an	anatomical	contrast	in	EPI	space	can	help	to	validate	the	registration	quality	across	runs.	Panel	C	shows	that	79	
different	algorithms	to	calculate	the	layers	(equi-volume,	equi-distance,	and	Laplace)	do	not	yield	significantly	80	
different	profiles	at	a	resolution	of	0.75	mm.	Panel	D	shows	that	a	3D-EPI	readout	improves	signal	stability	for	81	
submillimeter	 voxels	 (Huber	 et	 al.,	 2016a).	 Panel	 E	 shows	 that	 different	 interpolation	 methods	 used	 in	82	
retrospective	motion	correction	methods	have	limited	effects	on	the	final	fMRI	results.	Cortical	profiles	of	depth-83	
dependent	 activity	 changes	 are	 same	 within	 error.	 Panel	 F	 depicts	 examples	 of	 2D-coordinate	 systems	 in	84	
participant	 specific	 anatomical	 space.	 This	 was	 vital	 in	 this	 study	 for	 cross-participant	 comparisons	 and	85	
averaging.	Without	 this	 2D-coordinate	 system,	 focused	 inter-participant	 comparisons	would	 have	 not	 been	86	
possible	on	columnar	specific	structures.	Panel	G	depicts	that	the	application	of	physiological	noise	cleaning	with	87	
RETROICOR	has	limited	effects	on	the	final	resting-state	results	(Hall	et	al.,	2017a).	Panel	H	depicts	how	stability	88	
weighted	RF-channel	 combination	can	 significantly	 improve	 the	 temporal	 signal	 stability	and	quality	of	 fMRI	89	
data.	Panel	 I	depicts	 that	models	with	different	assumptions	about	baseline	vascular	physiology	can	help	 to	90	
account	for	vascular	biases	in	depth-dependent	fMRI.	For	this	method	to	be	applied	with	sufficient	accuracy,	91	
comprehensive	knowledge	about	 the	vascular	physiology	 in	 the	specific	columnar	structure	of	 the	 individual	92	
participant	would	be	needed.	Since	this	knowledge	was	not	available	in	this	study,	advanced	analysis	strategies	93	
of	vascular	bias	corrections	were	not	considered	helpful.	Panel	J	depicts	how	different	ways	to	correct	for	partial-94	
volume	effects	(e.g.	spatial	GLM)	(Kok	et	al.,	2016;	Polimeni	et	al.,	2010)	can	help	to	untangle	two	peaks	in	layer-95	
profiles.	 Since	 this	 approach	 results	 in	 noise	 amplification,	 and	 given	 the	 fact	 that	 in	 this	 study	 we	 could	96	
distinguish	between	activity	peaks	in	superficial	and	deeper	laminae	without	applying	these	methods,	the	spatial	97	
unmixing	was	not	applied	 in	 this	 study.	Panel	K	depicts	a	dataset	 that	was	 reconstructed	with	 two	different	98	
partial	Fourier	reconstruction	algorithms,	POCS	(with	8	iterations)	and	zero	filling	(default	from	vendor).	It	can	99	
be	seen	that	POCS	can	retain	more	high-resolution	information	in	the	phase	encoding	direction.		100	
	 	101	
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Fig.	S6:	Quantification	of	the	fMRI	activity	in	physical	units.	Related	to	STAR	METHOD	section	METHOD	102	
DETAILS.	103	
	104	
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A)	The	limitation	of	using	statistical	models	with	predefined	hemodynamic	response	functions	(HRF).	Superficial	105	
cortical	laminae	have	a	faster	response	compared	to	deeper	cortical	laminae.	Hence,	depending	on	the	HRF	used	106	
in	 the	model,	 the	 superficial	 and	deeper	 cortical	 depth	will	 be	differently	 represented	with	 correspondingly	107	
biased	cortical	profiles.	Panel	B	depicts	 the	heterogeneous	signal	 intensity	and	signal	stability	across	cortical	108	
depths.	If	not	accounted	for,	this	might	introduce	a	bias	in	using	statistical	significance	scores	as	a	measure	of	109	
activation.	Panel	C-D	depict	the	bias	of	normalizing	the	CBV	change	by	CBVrest,	because	of	 its	heterogeneous	110	
distribution	across	cortical	depth.	In	this	study,	∆CBV	is	estimated	in	physical	units	of	ml/100	ml.	Panel	E	shows	111	
how	 the	 quantitative	 CBV	 change	 profiles	 in	 physical	 units	 of	 ml/100	 ml	 of	 tissue	 are	 reproducible	 across	112	
experiments	with	different	noise	levels.	Panel	F	depicts	the	reproducibility	of	resting-state	results	across	noise	113	
levels	with	different	ways	of	how	to	quantify	functional	connectivity;	either	by	means	of	Pearson	correlations	(r)	114	
between	time	courses,	or	by	means	of	a	regression	analysis.	It	can	be	seen	that	the	regression	analysis	provides	115	
the	same	profiles	of	 functional	connectivity	between	a	premotor	seed	and	the	 layers	of	M1	across	different	116	
noise	levels,	while	profiles	from	a	correlation	analysis	are	not	stable	across	noise	levels.	Hence,	in	this	study,	a	117	
regression	 analysis	 is	 used	 for	 the	 quantification	 of	 functional	 connectivity	 strength.	 Note	 also	 that	 for	 the	118	
correlation	analysis,	the	superficial	layers	are	suppressed	compared	to	deeper	layers.	This	is	due	to	the	higher	119	
relative	noise	level	in	superficial	layers.		120	
	 	121	
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Tab	S1.	Advanced	methodologies	applied	here	and	their	effectiveness.	Related	to	STAR	METHOD	section	122	
METHOD	DETAILS	123	
	 	124	
Advanced 
methodology 
Necessity in laminar fMRI 
Anatomical 
reference in EPI-
space 
We found the availability of distortion-matched anatomical reference data  highly 
rewarding and vital in obtaining sharp depth-dependent profiles (Huber et al., 2016b; 
Kashyap et al., 2017; Renvall et al., 2016). As shown in Fig. S5A, it can help to minimize 
blurring due to data resampling and registration errors. 
Having an anatomical contrast in every EPI series was also helpful for the performance 
and quality estimation of the inter-scan alignment (Fig. S5B). 
Cytoarchitectonic 
reference 
The knowledge of the exact position of cytoarchitectonically-defined cortical layers was 
vital here for the purpose of method’s validations (Fig. S1). It might not be necessary for 
future neuroscientific applications, though. 
Locally specific 
contrast 
mechanisms 
The improved localization specificity of CBV-sensitive fMRI contrast compared to 
BOLD was proven significantly helpful in the distinction of ‘input’ and ‘output’ laminae. 
See Fig. S3, 4.  
Equi-volume 
layering 
mechanism 
The calculation of cortical laminae with the equi-volume principle was moderately 
helpful in the distinction of peaks in superficial and deeper laminae. Even though the 
corresponding profiles are slightly sharper, it was not vital for resolutions coarser than 
0.75 mm (Kemper et al., 2017; Waehnert et al., 2014). See Fig. S5C. 
Single run 
analysis 
The calculation of single 12 min scan analysis was helpful for the practicability of the 
method used here. It reduced the number of resampling steps and eliminated the risk of 
registration errors between scans (Polimeni et al., 2017).  
3D-EPI readout The application of the 3D readout method was substantially helpful and resulted in a tSNR improvement of approx. 20% (Huber et al., 2016a). See Fig. S5D. 
Quantitative 
depth analysis 
Using quantitative estimates of fMRI activity in absolute physical units as opposed to 
inferential statistical significance scores was vital to obtain reproducible, noise-
independent profiles that are comparable across participants. See Fig. S6E. 
Motion 
correction 
algorithm 
We did not see fundamental differences in the type of retrospective motion correction 
algorithms. See Fig. S5E. 
2D-Grid analysis 
across ‘columns’ 
and layers 
The advanced analysis across participant-specific 2D-grids was vital for inter-participant 
comparisons. For representative examples of 2D-grids see S5F. 
Physiological 
noise correction 
We found that in the thermal noise dominated regime of sub-millimeter voxels, the 
application of physiological noise correction with RETROICOR had a limited effect on 
voxels in GM tissue. See (Hall et al., 2017b) and Fig. S5G. 
Stability 
weighted coil 
combination 
The advanced image reconstruction and RF coil combination with STARC was helpful 
for additional tSNR increase (Fig. S5H). It might not be necessary when tSNR can be 
increased by other means.  
Physiological bias 
correction 
Models of vascular physiology (Gagnon et al., 2015; Heinzle et al., 2016; Markuerkiaga 
et al., 2016) can help to investigate vascular biases across depth (Fig. S5I). For model 
inversion, however, they require accurate knowledge of blood vessel distributions, which 
was not available in this study. 
Spatial unmixing 
Spatial unmixing of partial voluming (a.k.a spatial GLM) can help to better interpret 
cortical profiles (Kok et al., 2016; Polimeni et al., 2010). However,  it results in noise 
enhancements and requires accurate knowledge of partial voluming across cortical depth 
position (Fig. S5J and (Polimeni et al., 2017)). It was thus not applied in the analysis of 
this study. 
POCS algorithm POCS reconstruction with partial Fourier imaging is vital to identify cortical laminae, as opposed to conventional zero-filling (Fig. S5K).  
		 13	
Methods	like	higher	order	motion	correction,	physiological	noise	correction,	and	equi-volume	layering	were	not	125	
critical	for	the	study	here.	Since	they	are	believed	to	be	most	accurate	from	a	theoretical	standpoint,	they	were	126	
applied	anyway.	Methods	 like	POCS	reconstruction,	STARC	coil	combination,	3D-readout,	distortion-matched	127	
anatomy,	 single	 run	 analysis,	 quantitative	 activity	 estimation,	 and	 the	 application	 of	 CBV-based	 contrast	128	
mechanisms	were	very	helpful	and	highly	rewarding	to	improve	the	quality	of	the	data.	However,	few	aspects	129	
of	the	results	might	have	been	extractable	without	every	single	one	of	those	methods.	Methods	of	spatial	partial	130	
volume	unmixing	(Kok	et	al.,	2016)	and	physiological	bias	correction	(Heinzle	et	al.,	2016)	required	accurate	prior	131	
knowledge	that	was	not	available	with	sufficient	accuracy.	Hence,	those	methodologies	have	not	been	applied	132	
here.	133	
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animals have shown that the anatomical connections providing cortico-cortical input to M1 largely 43 
terminate in superficial layers (II/III), while cortico-spinal output from M1 originates predominantly in 44 
the deep layers (Vb/VI) (Mao et al., 2011; Weiler et al., 2008) (Fig. 1A-B). In this study, we explored 45 
whether functional activity in superficial and deep layers can be separated, by modeling them as two 46 
signal sources at different cortical depths. We modulated the relative degree of cortical input- or 47 
output activity in superficial and deeper layers by using various sensorimotor tasks that rely to 48 
different degrees on processing by superficial and deep layers (Fig. 1C). We investigated whether the 49 
expected signatures of cortical input and output can be determined from the laminar fMRI profiles. 50 
We compared the ability to show layer-dependent activity between CBV-based fMRI and conventional 51 
BOLD fMRI. Layer-dependent rs-fMRI was used to show directionality of the laminar functional 52 
connectivity patterns.  53 
Results  54 
Task-evoked laminar fMRI 55 
To investigate cortical layer-dependent brain responses reflecting input- and output-driven activity, 56 
the motor and sensory activity of the fingers was modulated using four different tasks:  57 
A. Unilateral pinch-like finger-tapping movement, with thumb to forefinger touch. This is 58 
expected to evoke strong cortico-spinal output from the primary motor cortex (M1). 59 
Furthermore, it is expected to evoke strong cortico-cortical input to M1 from the premotor 60 
and somatosensory cortices (Papale and Hooks, 2017; Weiler et al., 2008). 61 
B. The same finger movement as in A, but without contact between the fingers, was used to 62 
evoke the similar output-related activation in M1 while we expect a reduced cortico-cortical 63 
input to M1 from the somatosensory cortex. 64 
C. Passive touch of stationary fingers with an abrasive cushion was used to provide 65 
somatosensory input to M1 without motor output. 66 
D. Unilateral tapping with touch (same task as A), but using the opposite (ipsilateral) hand was 67 
employed to evoke inter-hemispheric input.  68 
We simultaneously measured changes in the cerebral blood volume (CBV) and blood oxygenation level 69 
dependent (BOLD) response using the SS-SI-VASO method (Huber et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2003) with a 70 
3D-EPI readout (Poser et al., 2010) at 7T. The nominal resolution was 0.75 mm across cortical depths 71 
with 1.5 mm thick slices perpendicular to the precentral bank of the central sulcus (Fig. 2A) – i.e. the 72 
hand knob. Cortical depths (laminar structures) and cortical distances (columnar structures) in M1 73 
were calculated based on simultaneously acquired anatomical and functional image contrasts (Fig. 2B-74 
C). Task-induced and resting-state fMRI signal changes were analyzed using a coordinate system based 75 
on layers and columns that was calculated for each individual subject (Fig. 2B-C and Fig. S5F). We 76 
divided the cortex into 20 equi-volume layers. The approximate location of layer Va was assigned 77 
based on depth-dependent landmarks visible in the high-resolution anatomical images (Fig. S1).  78 
Functional MRI signal changes in M1 were found in all 11 participants. Both BOLD- and CBV changes 79 
reflect changes in neural activity in M1. In the maps of BOLD signal change, functional activity showed 80 
a monotonic decrease across cortical layers (Fig. 2F, dotted trace). CBV changes, however, show two 81 
peaks in different laminae (Fig. 2D,F, solid trace): superficial layers II/III with mainly cortico-cortical 82 
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connections and the deeper layers Vb/VI with afferent cortico-spinal connections. This double peak 83 
signature was visible in all participants and was significantly stronger for CBV-responses than for BOLD 84 
(see Larkin-F-scores in Fig. S3E and STAR methods section).  85 
Layer-dependent activity was highly reproducible across days (Fig. S2A) and participants (Fig. S3A-B). 86 
All  participants’  individual  results  are  shown  in  Fig.  S3.  Depth-dependent activity modulations across 87 
tasks could be detected in individual activation maps (Fig. S2B). Fig. 3A shows the group average 88 
responses mapped onto one individual M1 template. The CBV activity in the superficial- and deep 89 
cortical laminae differed across tasks. Tapping with touch evoked strongest activity in the superficial 90 
input-dominated laminae with a secondary peak in deeper output laminae. Tapping without touch 91 
showed a clear reduction of the CBV response in superficial cortical laminae, presumably due to the 92 
reduced input from sensory areas. Sensory input alone evoked CBV increases in the superficial M1 93 
input layers only. Tapping with the left (ipsilateral) hand while imaging left M1 evoked negative local 94 
CBV changes in superficial input laminae of the thumb-index finger region, which could represent 95 
inhibitory transcallosal input (Stefanovic et al., 2004). The BOLD responses showed mostly similar 96 
patterns, however, distinctions between layers were less clear. 97 
The fMRI-based laminar profiles of input and output activity in the area that represents thumb and 98 
index-finger motion in M1 (black box in Fig. 3A) were reproducible across participants (Fig. S3).  99 
The input- and output-driven activity in the superficial and deep layers was quantified using the model 100 
in Fig. 1B for all profiles, and is shown in Fig. 4 for all tasks and participants. The BOLD signal shows 101 
similar features compared to CBV. For both contrasts, the data points of different participants cluster 102 
together. However, the clusters overlap less for CBV-fMRI than for BOLD (note the significantly smaller 103 
contrast-to-noise-ratio for BOLD compared to CBV-fMRI in Fig. 4C). When applying a leave-one-out 104 
classification analysis, the less overlapping VASO data points improve separability leading to a higher 105 
classification accuracy compared to BOLD data (Fig. 4D). 106 
 107 
108 
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Laminar resting-state fMRI 109 
Laminar resting-state activity can reveal directional connectivity between brain areas. Similar to task-110 
induced signal changes, resting-state signal changes were largest in superficial and deep cortical 111 
laminae (layers II/III and Vb/VI respectively). Within-area characteristics of layer-dependent resting-112 
state time course similarities are shown in the correlation matrices in Fig. 5. Here, resting-state 113 
correlation was determined across cortical layers of M1. Values close to the diagonal in upper and 114 
deeper layers were higher than off-diagonal values. The off-diagonal correlations suggest that 115 
superficial and deep cortical laminae share similarities in their resting-state time courses, while there 116 
are also temporal fluctuations that are not simultaneously occurring in superficial and deep layers. In 117 
this study, we investigate these similarities and differences of signal fluctuations in superficial and 118 
deeper laminae and we compared the signal fluctuations with signal fluctuations in connected brain 119 
areas, such as S1, premotor cortex, ipsilateral M1. 120 
Figure 6 shows functional maps from a single participant generated using seeds in superficial (blue) 121 
and deep (green) layers of M1. The signal fluctuation components that were solely occurring in 122 
superficial input laminae were mostly associated with fluctuations in sensory areas, while signal 123 
fluctuation components that occurred in deep output laminae, were mostly synchronized with 124 
fluctuations in premotor areas and contralateral motor areas. The property that superficial and deep 125 
layers showed functional connectivity to different brain areas can be used to infer the directional 126 
connectivity of M1. The depicted functional connectivity strength distribution indicates that the 127 
fluctuations in premotor areas generate M1 output, while the fluctuations in S1 generates (feedback) 128 
input into M1 that is not associated with correspondingly strong output. 129 
Fig. 7 depicts how depth-dependent profiles of functional connectivity in M1 differ for seed regions 130 
located in primary sensory cortex, premotor cortex and ipsilateral primary motor cortex. Resting-state 131 
fluctuations in S1 were predominantly associated with input to M1 (connectivity to superficial layers), 132 
while resting-state fluctuations in premotor and ipsilateral motor areas were associated with relatively 133 
stronger output activity (connectivity to deep layers). The depth-dependent profiles of functional 134 
connectivity with S1, premotor and ipsilateral M1 were significantly different from connectivity with 135 
randomly chosen seed regions (Fig. 7C).  136 
 137 
Discussion  138 
Using blood-volume-sensitive fMRI task and resting-state fMRI in the human sensorimotor system, we 139 
measured directional information processing in the brain. Input to the motor cortex evoked activity in 140 
superficial laminae, while motor output yielded activity in deep laminae. This functional connectivity 141 
pattern is expected from anatomical tracer studies in animals (Mao et al., 2011; Papale and Hooks, 142 
2017; Weiler et al., 2008) and is used here as a support that the proposed method can indeed infer 143 
directionality information from laminar fMRI. 144 
Comparing task-based CBV and BOLD fMRI, we showed that the CBV signal can mitigate disadvantages 145 
of the BOLD signal. CBV-fMRI can capture depth-dependent activity with higher localization specificity 146 
across cortical depth (Fig. 2-3 and Fig. S3). The improved laminar specificity of CBV-fMRI compared to 147 
conventional BOLD provides two important practical benefits. Firstly, CBV-fMRI can distinguish 148 
between superficial and deeper laminae with higher accuracy than BOLD. This means that input-driven 149 
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and output-driven activity can be better separated as two separate peaks (Fig. 2D, F) across all 150 
participants (Fig. S3A-C) in a statistically significant manner (Fig. S3E). This can elucidate 151 
interpretations about the micro-circuitry of the different laminae. Secondly, CBV-fMRI can distinguish 152 
between different tasks – conditions that engage the laminar circuitries differentially – with higher 153 
accuracy than BOLD. This means that CBV-fMRI can better distinguish the engaged input-output 154 
characteristics for the four sensorimotor tasks used in this study. The higher distinguishability is seen 155 
in both the significantly higher contrast-to-noise ratio and the higher task classification accuracy 156 
across participants (Fig. 4C-D).  157 
The higher localization specificity of CBV-fMRI compared to BOLD-based fMRI is expected from 158 
previous animal studies (Goense et al., 2012; Harel et al., 2006; Huber et al., 2014; Kennerley et al., 159 
2005; Kim et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2006). It is associated with the higher sensitivity of CBV-fMRI to 160 
small vessel in close proximity to the layer-specific synaptic activity. Gradient-echo BOLD, however, is 161 
predominantly sensitive to draining veins located on the cortical surface (Gagnon et al., 2016; 162 
Koopmans et al., 2010; Menon et al., 1995; Polimeni et al., 2010a; Turner, 2002). The draining of the 163 
venous blood to the cortical surface makes the laminar origin of the GE-BOLD signal more ambiguous. 164 
The reason for the higher distinguishability of laminar profiles across tasks in CBV-fMRI compared to 165 
BOLD (discussed above) can be associated with the fact that BOLD has additional sources of variability 166 
in its depth-dependent profiles compared to CBV-fMRI. Due to the non-linear interaction of CBF, CBV 167 
and CMRO2, the BOLD signal is difficult to quantify and difficult to interpret as a measure of brain 168 
activity (Buxton et al., 2014). As such, inter-participant variations in venous baseline oxygenation 169 
directly scale the BOLD responses without appearing to influence the CBV-responses (Lu et al., 2008). 170 
This BOLD confound can affect comparisons of superficial and deep laminae because of their 171 
differences in vascularization densities (Uludaǧ  and  Blinder,  2017). Furthermore, large pial veins that 172 
drain distant brain areas (e.g., Fig. S1) could also contaminate the BOLD signal in superficial M1 173 
laminae without affecting the CBV-fMRI signal.  174 
Previous fMRI work in humans suggests that cortical depth-dependent fMRI can address questions 175 
about feed-forward vs. feedback-driven activity in auditory and visual cortex using the BOLD signal 176 
(Fracasso et al., 2016; Kok et al., 2016; De Martino et al., 2015; Muckli et al., 2015; Olman et al., 2012; 177 
Polimeni et al., 2010b). Because of the limitations of BOLD fMRI discussed above, it is difficult to make 178 
neuroscientific interpretations based on raw signal changes in individual laminae, so researchers have 179 
increasingly turned to higher order analysis methods. Instead of interpreting the raw fMRI signal 180 
directly, they use computational approaches to account for vascular biases and reveal more 181 
information about the underlying brain mechanisms using relative signal responses (as opposed to 182 
absolute signal responses). Neuroscientific interpretations of depth-dependent fMRI have been made 183 
based on data processing outcomes such as modulations in the population receptive field properties 184 
(Fracasso et al., 2016) or modulations of the population tuning curve widths (De Martino et al., 2015). 185 
Other successful approaches of higher order analysis beyond comparing raw activity across cortical 186 
depth profiles have been shown as modulations in task classification accuracy (Muckli et al., 2015) to 187 
reveal the directional information flow between brain areas. 188 
Using CBV-fMRI in place of BOLD does not preclude the use of such computational approaches. The 189 
methodology shown in this study provides high-quality data with minimal contaminations from 190 
vascular biases and with Nyquist-level sampling across input and output laminae. This can improve 191 
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the quality and accuracy of the computational analysis outcomes and allow computational models to 192 
reveal finer-scale features and higher-order brain mechanisms.  193 
Aside from CBV-fMRI, there are alternative approaches to obtain a higher localization specificity with 194 
BOLD-based fMRI methods: (A) the dependence of the BOLD contrast mechanism on CBV, CBF, and 195 
CMRO2 is well understood and can therefore be used to predict vascular biases in laminar BOLD-fMRI 196 
(Gagnon et al., 2013; Heinzle et al., 2016; Markuerkiaga et al., 2016). Theoretically, a model inversion 197 
could therefore be used to remove potential vascular biases from experimentally measured cortical 198 
profiles (see Fig. S5I and Tab. S1). (B) Partial voluming of signal from neighboring laminae in the same 199 
fMRI voxel can limit the depth-specificity of high-resolution fMRI. This effect of partial voluming can 200 
be quantified and modeled in a so-called spatial GLM (Kok et al., 2016). Thus, spatial unmixing (GLM-201 
inversion) can be used to improve the depth-specificity of conventional BOLD-fMRI (Fig. S5J and Tab. 202 
S1). (C) Spin-echo BOLD acquisition methods are less affected by layer-unspecific large draining veins 203 
(Goense and Logothetis, 2006), especially at high field strengths. Spin-echo methods are limited, 204 
however, by a smaller sensitivity compared to GE-BOLD – similar to CBV. Furthermore, depending on 205 
the specific variant and readout scheme of the spin-echo methodology, it can still contain considerable 206 
signal from unspecific veins (see Fig. S4 and (Goense and Logothetis, 2006; Kemper et al., 2015, 2017)). 207 
For the specific application of laminar motor cortex imaging at 7T in this study, we found that CBV-208 
fMRI has a better sensitivity-specificity compromise than most spin-echo variants (Fig. S4). 209 
Note the straightforward applicability of the MRI method used here. The high-resolution data of the 210 
proposed CBV method provided an unprecedented non-invasive glimpse into the laminar circuits of 211 
the human brain. And it does so using widely available MRI scanners and experimental parameters. 212 
The MRI sequence is easy to implement and only requires one additional inversion pulse compared to 213 
BOLD sequences. Our method used only 12 min of scanning to provide all required functional and 214 
anatomical data to allow the identification of increased activity in different cortical layers in a single 215 
participant (Figs. 2, S2-S3). Anatomical and functional images are obtained simultaneously, eliminating 216 
the need for image registration. This simplifies the data analyses substantially and avoids blurring and 217 
errors arising from image registration (Kashyap et al., 2017; Renvall et al., 2016). All data were 218 
acquired using hardware that is available on most 7T scanners, without the need for specialized head-219 
gradient coils or high-density RF arrays that have been used in multiple previous depth-dependent 220 
fMRI studies.  221 
Despite the advantages of layer-dependent CBV-fMRI and its straightforward applicability, it has some 222 
limitations that should be considered when applying this method to neuroscientific studies. The 223 
foremost limitation is that the reduced time-course stability of VASO results in a correspondingly 224 
higher detection threshold and reduced sensitivity of approximately 50% compared to that of BOLD 225 
(Huber et al., 2016a). Hence, single-participant single-slice CBV data are often noisier than GE-BOLD 226 
data (Fig. S3), especially for tasks with weak brain activity changes (e.g. Fig. S2B). The higher sensitivity 227 
in GE-BOLD compared to VASO comes mostly from additional BOLD signal amplification in the large 228 
draining veins. Thus, the additional sensitivity in BOLD is sometimes driven by a widespread signal that 229 
is not specific to cortical laminae. This means that in cases where laminar specificity is not necessary 230 
(e.g., to find the approximate location of ROIs in the range of several mm), the lower detection 231 
threshold of BOLD fMRI will show clear advantages over VASO. The second important disadvantage of 232 
VASO is its relatively restrictive MRI sequence parameter space (Huber et al., 2017a). Due to the 233 
necessary application of a spin-inversion pulse in VASO, it has a reduced temporal acquisition 234 
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efficiency of 30-50% compared to that of GE-BOLD. This limits its repetition time (TR) to approximately 235 
1.5-3 s. For TRs in this range, the large number of slices required for whole-brain acquisitions can only 236 
be achieved with correspondingly high parallel imaging acceleration factors (Huber et al., 2016a). 237 
Since this is not recommended for ultra-high resolution fMRI (Huber et al., 2017a), the imaging 238 
coverage of layer-dependent CBV-fMRI is limited to about 30-50% of that of GE-BOLD. 239 
In addition to the known input-output connections of M1, we also described additional layer-240 
dependent connectivity patterns that where unexpected and indicate unexpected findings. We 241 
described inter-hemispheric laminar connections between left and right motor cortices. Left-hand 242 
finger tapping (while imaging the left M1) evokes negative fMRI activity that is confined to the 243 
superficial input layers. This negative signal change in input laminae could refer to inter-hemispheric 244 
inhibition (Stefanovic et al., 2004). Note also that the deeper output layers of the left motor cortex 245 
during left hand tapping show positive activity. This offers supporting evidence that the cortico-spinal 246 
pathways do not all cross the midline between the left and right body sides along their path from 247 
cortex to fingers (Donchin et al., 2002), suggesting that left M1 is partially engaged for left hand 248 
movements. 249 
Detecting layer-dependent input-output connectivity in the human brain is of great value to multiple 250 
neuroscientific research areas. The investigation of neural circuitry in the motor system is particularly 251 
valuable to track the layer-dependent   innervation   changes   in   Parkinson’s   disease,   nerve   damage  252 
induced plasticity (Yu et al., 2014) and hand aphasia (Hallett, 2014). Other processes, like perception 253 
or attention, may also leave a layer-dependent signature in the fMRI profiles, as they do in the neural 254 
signals (Mehta et al., 2000; Stoner et al., 2014).  255 
In conclusion, our results imply that neural activity in the cortical layers and directional functional 256 
connectivity are reflected in non-invasive, CBV-weighted fMRI data. The additional level of detail made 257 
available by this method allows not only the investigation of cortical micro-circuitry in vivo in health 258 
and disease (Stoner et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2014), but it will help bridge the gap between macroscopic 259 
(conventional fMRI) and microscopic (extracellular recordings) measures of brain function. 260 
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Fig. 1: Model of the laminar circuitry in M1. 452 
A) The Model of layer-dependent circuitry based on the literature (Mao et al., 2011; Papale and Hooks, 2017; 453 
Weiler et al., 2008). B) A spatial general linear model (GLM) across laminae is  used to separate laminar input- 454 
and output-driven functional activity. The GLM consists of two non-overlapping components (boxcar 455 
functions) representing input- and output-activity, respectively. C) Expected modulations of cortico-456 
cortical input-activity and cortico-spinal output-activity for the four sensorimotor tasks. Note that for 457 
ipsilateral tapping (red in panel C) it is not known whether the input in superficial lamina is predominantly 458 
positive or negative. 459 
 460 
Fig. 2: Acquisition and analysis methods for measuring laminar fMRI activation patterns in the hand region 461 
of M1 induced by right hand finger tapping (with touch) in a single participant.  462 
A) The imaging slice is aligned perpendicular to the cortical layers of the hand representation in the left motor 463 
cortex, and slices are tilted as indicated by the blue box. B-C) To analyze the high-resolution data, we use a 464 
cortical coordinate system of laminar structures and columnar structures. D) The CBV map reveals activity in 465 
superficial and deep cortical layers, while the BOLD map in E) shows strongest activity in superficial laminae only. 466 
Profiles in F) refer to the columnar structures between the black arrows in C). Error bars refer to standard 467 
deviations across 12 consecutive one-minute trials (see also Fig. S1-S3). 468 
 469 
Fig. 3 Averaged layer-dependent fMRI responses in the motor cortex of all participants in response to four 470 
different sensorimotor tasks.  471 
A) The four tasks evoked fMRI signals that varied with cortical depth in the thumb-index finger pinch motor area 472 
(indicated by the black box; see also Fig. S5F). B) The average cortical profiles across all participants show 473 
different laminar patterns in superficial and deep cortical laminae for the different tasks. Shaded areas refer to 474 
the standard error of mean across participants. See also Figs. S2-S4. Individual participant’s  responses  can  be  475 
seen in Fig. S3.  476 
 477 
Fig. 4 Inter-participant variability of input and output activity for different tasks.  478 
A-B) The participant-specific activity in superficial laminae (x-axis) and deeper laminae (y-axis) represented as 479 
scatter plots. Following the model of Fig. 1B, the axes indicate input- and output-driven activity of the different 480 
tasks.  Each  data  point  refers  to  one  participant’s  response  to  one  task (average over trials). It can be seen that 481 
different tasks (colors) cluster together. For CBV (panel A), the clusters are more easily distinguishable than for 482 
BOLD-fMRI (panel B). The distinguishability between tasks was quantified by means of the contrast-to-noise 483 
ratio  (ΔS/σ)  (panel  C),  and  by  means  of  classification  accuracy  (panel  D). CBV-based fMRI showed higher contrast-484 
to-noise-ratios and a higher classification accuracy of up to 100% across tasks compared to BOLD (bootstrapping: 485 
p < 0.05). Conventional BOLD seems to contain similar laminar input-output signatures across tasks as CBV-fMRI 486 
(similar distribution of clusters), but with smaller inter-participant separability between tasks. 487 
 488 
Fig. 5: Layer-dependent resting-state features across cortical depths.  489 
Depiction of single-participant resting-state features, which are the basis of the investigations of functional 490 
connectivity later in this paper. Columns and rows of the matrices refer to the same area within M1 of a 491 
representative participant. The BOLD fluctuations show strong correlations in superficial layers. The CBV 492 
correlation matrix suggests both, strong correlation in superficial layers and strong correlation in deeper layers. 493 
Furthermore, there are moderately high correlation values in off-diagonal elements corresponding to 494 
moderately synchronized activity between superficial and deep layers (dashed green circles). This suggests that 495 
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superficial and deeper layers share some features of resting-state fluctuations, while there are still differences 496 
and some temporal fluctuation are occurring in individual laminae only. 497 
 498 
Fig 6: CBV-based functional connectivity maps using seeds in different layers of M1.  499 
A) Seed regions are taken from the part of the primary motor cortex that shows the strongest tapping-induced 500 
activity in superficial and deeper laminae. To account for the fact that superficial and deeper laminae share a lot 501 
of similarities (Fig. 5), time courses from seed regions in superficial and deeper laminae are orthogonalized to 502 
only represent those components that are unique to the specific laminae. Functional connectivity strengths to 503 
the superficial and deeper laminae are investigated in two target ROIs: premotor cortex and primary sensory 504 
cortex (green and blue ROIs). B) Functional connectivity maps for seeds in superficial and deeper laminae across 505 
participants. In all participants, deeper M1 laminae show strongest functional connectivity with premotor areas, 506 
whereas superficial M1 laminae show stronger connectivity with sensory areas. Average functional connectivity 507 
strengths are summarized in panel C. Functional connectivity in S1 is significantly stronger (p < 0.01) for seeds in 508 
superficial laminae compared to seeds in deeper laminae. Whereas functional connectivity in premotor cortex 509 
is significantly stronger (p < 0.01) for seeds in deeper laminae compared to seeds in superficial laminae. These 510 
results suggest that output components of M1 are associated with activity in premotor areas. S1, however, is 511 
more associated with input to M1 and does not trigger corresponding output. 512 
 513 
Fig. 7: Resting-state laminar functional connectivity for seed regions in cortical areas across the brain.  514 
A-B) Cortical depth-dependent functional connectivity of M1 with seed regions of premotor cortex, primary 515 
sensory cortex, and ipsilateral primary motor cortex for a representative participant. S1 shows strongest 516 
functional-connectivity strengths in superficial laminae of M1, whereas seed regions of premotor cortex and 517 
ipsilateral primary motor cortex show increased functional connectivity not only in superficial laminae, but also 518 
a relatively stronger secondary peak in deeper laminae. C) To investigate whether the shape of the resting-state 519 
profiles is dominated by depth-dependent signal variance or vascular density, they are compared to random 520 
control regions outside the sensorimotor system. Locations and functional connectivity with 5 selected random 521 
seed regions are depicted. D) Average cortical connectivity profiles in M1 for different seed regions from six 522 
datasets. The gray area refers to the confidence interval, where 95% of control ROI connectivity values fall into. 523 
The depth-dependent functional connectivity with seed regions of S1, premotor cortex and ipsilateral M1 are 524 
significantly different from random control regions (p<0.0001). The data shown here suggest that S1 sends input 525 
to M1 without triggering corresponding activity in output laminae. The connections between M1 and premotor 526 
cortex produce relatively stronger output activity as well.  527 
 528   529 
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 530 STAR METHOD 531 
KEY RESOURCE TABLE 532 
<insert KRT here> 533 
CONTACT FOR REAGENT AND RESOURCE SHARING 534 
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled 535 
by the lead contact, Laurentius Huber (Laurentius.Huber@nih.gov).  536 
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS 537 
Human participants 538 
Eleven healthy right-handed volunteers (age 23–43 years) participated after granting informed 539 
consent under an NIH Combined Neuroscience Institutional Review Board-approved protocol (93-M-540 
0170, ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: NCT00001360) in accordance with the Belmont Report and US 541 
Federal Regulations that protect human subjects. The number of eleven participants was chosen 542 
based on previous comparable studies (Huber et al., 2015; Muckli et al., 2015). Six participants were 543 
males and five participants were non-pregnant females. No analysis on the influence of sex or gender 544 
was conducted in this study. Influence on sex and gender are not part of the research questions to be 545 
addressed in our IRB protocol (93-M-0170). The research was conducted as part of the NIMH 546 
Intramural Research Program (#ZIA-MH002783).  547 
Circuitry model of M1 548 
The connectome of the primary motor cortex is well studied in animal models (Mao et al., 2011; Papale 549 
and Hooks, 2017; Weiler et al., 2008). A simplified circuitry model of the neurons across cortical depths 550 
and their connections to other brain areas is illustrated in Fig. 1A (following Fig. 8 in (Mao et al., 2011) 551 
and Fig. 4 in (Weiler et al., 2008)). Connections of M1 from other cortical brain areas are located in 552 
superficial cortical laminae (see afferent arrows in Fig. 1A). There is an internal feedback loop within 553 
superficial cortical layers, involving II/III and Va (solid loop in Fig. 1A). Internal connections between 554 
superficial and deeper cortical layers are unidirectional and go from superficial towards deeper layers 555 
(not the other way around). Deeper layers Vb and VI are involved in an additional internal loop (dashed 556 
loop in Fig. 1A) and eventually send output to subcortical brain areas and the spinal cord (efferent 557 
arrows in Fig. 1A). To a first-order approximation, it can be summarized, that cortico-cortical input 558 
activity is dominated from superficial cortical layers, while cortico-spinal output is dominated from 559 
the deeper cortical layers (Fig. 1B). 560 
METHOD DETAILS  561 
Experimental setup 562 
Slice-selective slab-inversion (SS-SI) VASO (Huber et al., 2014) was implemented on a MAGNETOM 7T 563 
scanner (Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) using the vendor-provided IDEA environment 564 
(VB17A-UHF). For RF transmission and reception, a single-channel-transmit/ 32-channel receive head 565 
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coil (Nova Medical, Wilmington, MA, USA) was used. The scanner was equipped with a SC72 body 566 
gradient coil (maximum effective gradient strength used here: 49 mT/m; maximum slew rate used: 567 
199 T/m/s). 3rd order B0-shimming was done with 3 iterations. The shim volume was covering most of 568 
the left anterior part of the brain to achieve optimal B0-homogeneity in the left motor cortex with 569 
residually homogeneous B0-field distribution down to the Circle of Willis for spin inversion. 570 
Stimulation paradigm and session setup  571 
No participant was in the scanner for longer than 120 min per session. Imaging slice position and slice 572 
angle was adjusted individually for every participant to be perpendicular to the forefinger region of 573 
M1. This was done based on 1-4 short EPI test runs with 5 measurements (approx. 22 s per test scan) 574 
and their online depiction in the vendor-provided 3D-viewer. Each session consisted of 5 functional 575 
experiments (runs) of 12 min duration each, corresponding to 480 time frames per scan. Different task 576 
conditions were utilized across the 12 min runs. 1.) Resting-state, 2.) tapping of right hand with touch 577 
(color = blue in the manuscript), 3.) tapping of right hand without touch (color = green in the 578 
manuscript), 4.) being touched with an abrasive cushion without finger movement (color = black in 579 
the manuscript), 5.) tapping of the left hand with touch (color = red in the manuscript). Task scans 580 
consisted of one-minute blocks (30 s rest and 30 s activity) repeated 12 times. During the motor tasks, 581 
participants were asked to mimic a video of a tapping hand shown on a screen inside the bore. The 582 
tapping movement consisted of a 2 Hz pinch-like tapping of thumb and forefinger. To minimize sensory 583 
activity from touching of neighboring fingers, the tapping task did not involve the middle, ring or pinky 584 
fingers. Three participants were invited for multiple sessions to investigate the reproducibility of the 585 
results across sessions. All eleven participants underwent the tapping task with touch. Nine 586 
participants underwent all four tasks. In six participants, the M1 gyrification pattern allowed imaging 587 
of ipsilateral and contralateral responses in the same ROI. Six additional participants were re-invited 588 
to participate in additional 24 min resting-state experiments with a whole-slice FOV.  589 
Nonfunctional MR sequence methods  590 
If time permitted, slab-selective isotropic 0.35 mm resolution anatomical data were collected covering 591 
the left primary motor cortex with MP2RAGE and Multi-Echo FLASH. Those anatomical data were not 592 
used in the pipeline for generating cortical profiles. They are used to compare and validate the 593 
approximate position of the cyto-architectonically defined cortical layers of individual participants to 594 
the 20 reconstructed cortical depths, in which the data are processed (Fig. S1). 595 
VASO contrast generation methods 596 
The timing of the acquisitions was: TI1/TI2/TR=1100/2600/3000 ms. The blood-nulling time is 597 
calculated based on the assumed value of blood T1=2100 ms (Huber et al., 2016a). The adiabatic VASO 598 
inversion pulse is based on the TR-FOCI pulse. The pulse duration was 10 ms and the bandwidth was 599 
6.3 kHz. In order to minimize the risk of inflow of fresh non-inverted blood into the imaging region 600 
during the blood nulling time, the inversion-efficiency of the TR-FOCI pulse was adjusted by the 601 
implementation  of  a  phase  skip  of  30˚. 602 
Signal readout methods 603 
The 3D-VASO sequence was based on a previous 3D-EPI implementation (Poser et al., 2010). The 604 
optimal sequence parameters were tested and found in previous studies (Huber et al., 2016a). No 605 
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slab-oversampling was applied in the second phase-encoding direction. 3D slice aliasing was 606 
minimized using a sharp slab-excitation profile with a bandwidth-time-product of 25. The inversion-607 
recovery nature of VASO results in the acquisition of 3D-EPI segments in a non-steady state. Hence, in 608 
order to minimize any T1-related blurring along the slice direction, individual excitation pulse flip 609 
angles were varied along the train of kz-planes to ensure similar GM signal for every shot. In every 3D-610 
EPI shot, one whole plane of k-space was acquired. The last excitation pulse of every readout was 611 
chosen to be nominally 90°. To keep a near-constant GM signal across k-space planes, the flip angles 612 
of the preceding planes were adjusted to be respectively smaller. The nominal flip angles adjusted in 613 
the sequence code were: 21.0°, 22.9°, 25.0°, 26.8°, 28.4°, 30.5°, 33.3°, 37.3°, 43.7°, 57.4°, 72.5°, 90.0°. 614 
The T1-relaxation between consecutive excitation pulses was estimated assuming a tissue T1-value of 615 
1800 ms at 7 T. The acquisition of the GRAPPA calibration data followed the FLASH approach. This 616 
minimizes segmentation artifacts and results in superior conditioning of the subsequent GRAPPA 617 
reconstruction and correspondingly increased tSNR. The same GRAPPA kernels were applied for all 618 
volumes of a time series independent of their different contrast. The vendor's GRAPPA reconstruction 619 
algorithms (Siemens software identifier: IcePAT WIP 571) were applied using a 3×4 (read direction × 620 
phase direction) kernel. Partial Fourier reconstruction was done with the projection onto convex sets 621 
(POCS) algorithm (Haacke et al., 1991) with 8 iterations. No Maxwell-correction was applied to 622 
minimize the number of data resampling steps. Finally, the complex coil images were combined as 623 
described below. 624 
The acquisition of six additional 24 min scans mentioned above were slightly different than the 625 
acquisition protocols with the smaller FOV. The 24 min whole-slice data were acquired with 0.79 mm 626 
isotropic resolution, no partial Fourier imaging, and GRAPPA 3. Other parameters were the same. 627 
Coil combination methods 628 
We applied a specialized coil combination scheme called STAbility-weighted RF-coil Combination 629 
STARC (Huber et al., 2017b) that is optimized for high resolution fMRI, where EPI-artifacts can be a 630 
limiting factor. In contrast to more common coil combination approaches such as Sum-of-Squares 631 
(SOS), STARC does not combine coil signal based on signal magnitude strengths. Instead, coil-specific 632 
data are combined based on their voxel-wise signal stability strengths. Figs. S5H depicts how the 633 
STARC approach improved the overall temporal stability of the fMRI signal in this study. This results in 634 
high tSNR values especially in areas of strong artifacts. Consequently, the statistical activity values 635 
during a finger tapping experiments are improved and the time courses are stabilized (Fig. S5H).  636 
Contrast separation procedure 637 
The coil-combined data consist of interleaved BOLD and VASO contrasts. These time series are 638 
corrected for rigid volume motion and are separated by contrast with effectively half the temporal 639 
resolution of TR = 3 s. The VASO contrast is corrected for BOLD contaminations by dynamic division 640 
(Huber et al., 2014). 641 
Retrospective motion correction 642 
Head motion can be a limiting factor in high-resolution fMRI. Hence, we tried to take special care to 643 
minimize head motion by placing two inflatable air cushions (Pearltec) in the empty space laterally 644 
between   the   participants’   head   and   the   casing   of   the   receive   RF   coil.   Following   previous   high-645 
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resolution studies, datasets with volume displacement larger than the voxel size were discarded. 646 
Three participants exceeded this threshold in individual runs. In one case, the participant reported to 647 
have coughed and the run was repeated in the same session. In the other two cases, the participants 648 
were invited to participate in an additional scan session.  649 
Motion parameters are dominated by the phase-encoding direction. In order to minimize the 650 
influence of non-rigid motion and time dependent distortions, motion estimation was conducted with 651 
the SPM12 (Functional Imaging Laboratory, University College London, UK) option of spatial weighting. 652 
Here, motion estimation was optimized on the motor cortex having the highest weights in the center 653 
of the FOV, decreasing towards the distortion-susceptible periphery of the FOV. In order to minimize 654 
resampling induced signal blurring, a 4th order spline was used for motion estimation and resampling. 655 
Different motion parameters and their effect on the final result are shown in Fig. S5E.  656 
Physiological noise correction 657 
During all experiments, cardiac and respiratory traces were acquired with a Biopac system Inc (Goleta, 658 
CA, USA). BOLD and VASO time series were corrected for physiological noise (Hall et al., 2017) with 659 
RETROICOR as implemented in AFNI.  660 
Anatomical reference methods  661 
Conventionally, high-resolution anatomical images are acquired in an additional run during the 662 
imaging exam to identify tissue classes of GM, WM and CSF and the corresponding cortical depth 663 
within GM. These usually consists of a T1-preparation followed by a 3D-FLASH readout. However, the 664 
application of these anatomical data to the analysis of fMRI study requires EPI-distortion correction 665 
and coregistration. The correspondingly required resampling step of the data has been shown to be 666 
prone to errors and can additionally result in lowering the resolution up to a factor of 2 (Renvall et al., 667 
2014). Hence, for the most accurate definition of cortical depths, it has been suggested to acquire the 668 
anatomical reference data with the identical readout as the functional data (Kashyap et al., 2017; 669 
Renvall et al., 2016; van der Zwaag and Marques, 2016). Here we pushed this approach one step 670 
further and used the functional data directly as an anatomical reference (Huber et al., 2016b). Using 671 
functional data as an anatomical reference renders distortion corrections and spatial registration to 672 
other anatomical reference data unnecessary. This avoids registration errors and additional data 673 
resampling and hence, it helps to maintain the spatial specificity throughout the evaluation analysis 674 
(Fig. S5A).  675 
Segmentation methods  676 
EPI T1-maps, EPI inverse T1-weighted images and EPI-phase maps were used to distinguish borderlines 677 
of CSF/GM and GM/WM. Since conventional segmentation software packages are inadequately 678 
established and validated for application to EPI data with a restricted field of view, a semi-automated 679 
segmentation approach with manual intervention is used here. First, lines of high spatial frequency 680 
were   generated  with   the   ‘3dedge3’-command in AFNI. In a second step, those border-lines were 681 
manually corrected and combined with a WACOM (Saitama, Japan) drawing board. T1-weighted 682 
images are most indicative for the CSF/GM border. However, since M1 is highly myelinated (Stüber et 683 
al., 2014), the GM/WM borderline can be ill-defined. Since M1 is also very rich in iron (Duyn et al., 684 
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2007), the EPI-phase maps could be used for a clearer WM/GM borderline detection. Those 685 
borderlines were aligned across different runs (Fig. S5B).  686 
Layering methods  687 
The borderlines of CSF/GM and GM/WM were used as the basis to define cortical depths (a.k.a. 688 
laminae). The equi-volume layering approach (Waehnert et al., 2014) was implemented in C++ for its 689 
application to EPI data with a restricted FOV. In order to avoid singularities at the edges in angular 690 
voxel space, the cortical depths were defined on a finer grid than the original EPI resolution. 20 equi-691 
volume lines were calculated across the cortical depth (Fig. S5C). Please, note that with a nominal 0.75 692 
mm resolution and an approximate cortical thickness of 4 mm in M1 (Fischl and Dale, 2000), the 693 
effective resolution allows to detect only 5.5-7.5 independent data points. Hence, the defined 20 694 
cortical depths do not represent the MRI effective resolution. 695 
Smoothing within cortical depths  696 
For the depiction of low tSNR data on a single-participant, single-run, single-slice basis without being 697 
dominated by noise, a cortical depth-specific smoothing was implemented. Since this evaluation step 698 
is not widely established and only partly investigated yet (Blazejewska et al., 2016; Polimeni et al., 699 
2015), the most relevant signal maps shown in this article are depicted with and without layer-700 
smoothing. Cortical profiles and across-participant averaging of 2D-grids (see below) were evaluated 701 
from the unsmoothed data. Signal maps with and without depth-specific smoothing are shown in Fig. 702 
S2. 703 
Spatial alignment across participants 704 
The   dominant   finger   movement   representation   is   located   in   the   hand   ‘knob’   (also   described   as  705 
‘knuckle’,   ‘omega’,   ‘epsilon’,   ‘lengthened   italic   S’,   ‘genua’,   ‘bayonet-shape’,   ‘middle   genu’)   on   the  706 
precentral  gyrus.  Even  though,  the  hand  ‘knob’  folding  pattern is highly variable across participants 707 
(Caulo et al., 2007), it is easily identifiable based on unique landmarks of the gyrification (Yousry et al., 708 
1997). The location of the functional representation of thumb and forefinger pinch-grip-motion is 709 
located  on  the  lateral  side  of  the  ‘knob’  between  the  border  of  BA4a/BA4p   (Terumitsu et al., 2006) 710 
and  the  folding  location  of  the  lateral  end  of  the  hand  ‘knob’.  The  functional  depth-dependent signal 711 
was compared across participants in a 2D-coordinate system spanned across cortical depths between 712 
those landmarks. Fig. S5F depicts the M1 2D-coordinate systems for multiple participants. The location 713 
of the lateral border of the hand ‘knob’  was  defined  as  the  location  with  the  shortest  curvature  radius  714 
(red arrow in Fig. S5F). Within these cortical coordinate systems, the fMRI responses could be 715 
averaged across participants for all tasks in BOLD and VASO.  716 
Positioning laminae with respect to layers 717 
For interpretation of the obtained functional profiles according to known input-output characteristics 718 
of different cortical layers I-VI, the approximate location of functional activity with respect to the 719 
underlying cytoarchitectonically-defined layers is helpful. The most critical locations are the position 720 
of the superficial boundary of layer I and the bottom boundary of layer VI. Here and in most depth-721 
dependent   fMRI   studies,   these   segmentation   boundaries   were   obtained   from   ‘low   resolution’  722 
anatomical datasets of 0.75-1 mm voxel sizes. Since the resulting boundaries were defined with an 723 
accuracy of 0.75-1 mm, the location of cortical layers could not be assigned with a higher accuracy. In 724 
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order to confirm the approximate borderlines and the different layers within, we follow the approach 725 
outlined earlier (Turner, 2013). Firstly, we identified the MR-sensitive features, landmarks and layer-726 
signatures in ultra-high resolution multi-modal post mortem data. And secondly, we used those 727 
features as markers of the cyto- and myeloarchictectonic landmarks in the in-vivo data. For this 728 
purpose, we investigated cortical depth-dependent M1 profiles of phosphorus (Fig. S1A) and iron (Fig. 729 
S1B), with particle induced X-ray emission (PIXE), T1, and T2* maps with MRI (Fig. S1C-D), and SMI 311 730 
stained histology (Fig. S1E). These data were acquired in previous studies (Stüber et al., 2014). In M1, 731 
the T2* relevant iron concentration increases with cortical depth until it reaches a plateau in layer Va 732 
(Fig S1). The plateau can be subdivided into two small bumps (Va and Vb, red arrows in Fig S1). Note 733 
also that the low concentration of myelin in layer I-III results in very long T1-values in superficial layers. 734 
This is also the case without partial voluming of CSF (Fig. S1C) and must be accounted for, when 735 
defining the CSF-GM borderlines in-vivo. The above-mentioned plateau landmarks nearby the center 736 
of the cortical depth are also visible in the 0.35 mm isotropic multi-echo FLASH and MP2RAGE data 737 
acquired in the participants of this study (red arrows in Fig. S1H). Based on the landmark highlighted 738 
in Fig. S1M, the two functional peaks of the VASO data can be assigned to layers II/III and layer Vb, 739 
respectively (Fig. S1K). 740 
It is notable that any vascular fMRI contrast depends on the local coupling between neural activity 741 
changes and energy demand. Most of the fMRI-relevant energy demand refers to post-synaptic input-742 
driven LFP changes (Logothetis et al., 2001). It is known since the advent of the neuron doctrine, 743 
however, that the neuronal cell bodies can be located at a different cortical depths compared to most 744 
of their dendrites (Cajal, 1906). Hence, the specificity of cortical depth-depended fMRI relates to the 745 
layer specificity of dendrites and cannot necessarily be interpreted with the layer-dependent 746 
distribution of the somata. 747 
Comparison with SE-BOLD contrast  748 
To investigate the specificity improvement of CBV-fMRI with alternative promising contrast 749 
mechanisms based on spin-echo imaging, four participants were re-invited to participate in 18 750 
experiments. Since different SE-sequences are expected to have different contributions of intra-751 
vascular signal from macro vessels, outer-k-space T2*-contributions (Goense and Logothetis, 2006) 752 
and desired microvascular response, four different SE-BOLD variants were implemented: Additional 753 
to VASO (Fig. S4A) and GE-BOLD (Fig. S4B), conventional SE-BOLD (Fig. S4C) was acquired with a C2P 754 
sequence from (https://www.cmrr.umn.edu/multiband) (TE = 50 ms) (Auerbach et al., 2013). 755 
Additionally, T1ρ-prep (Rane et al., 2014) was implemented with a spin-locking pulse on resonance, 756 
where T1ρ ≈  T2 (Hua et al., 2014). We included a custom-designed adiabatic spin-locking pulse that is 757 
optimized for 7T (Huber et al., 2017c). The magnetization is kept in the transverse plane (on-758 
resonance) for TE = 50 ms (Fig. S4D). An alternative T2-prep (Fig. S4E) contrast was generated by re-759 
implementing the Phillips sequence from (Hua et al., 2014) into the SIEMENS environment (prep TE = 760 
50 ms). In order to minimize unwanted unspecific intravascular T2-BOLD signal within large pial veins, 761 
we included small diffusion weighting crusher gradients (Boxermann et al., 1995) (Fig. S4F). Other 762 
imaging parameters were identical as described above. 763 
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 764 
Quantification of depth-dependent activity 765 
In this study, the CBV activity is defined as the difference of the mean signal during the task vs. the 766 
mean signal during rest. To minimize the influence of the transition periods between task and rest 767 
periods, the first 9 seconds of activity and rest cycles are disregarded, respectively. We refrain from 768 
using inferential statistical significance scores for the quantification of depth-dependent activity 769 
changes because they can be hard to interpret in light of the aspects described below. 770 
i. The hemodynamic response functions are different across cortical depths (see Fig. S6A for a 771 
representative participant). Hence, depending on the HRF used in the statistical GLM, the 772 
model fit might favor some layers over others, introducing biases.  773 
ii. The signal quality and stability are heterogeneous across cortical depths (see Fig. S6B for a 774 
representative participant). This means that the cortical profiles of absolute signal change, 775 
relative signal change and stability-dependent statistical significance scores are not only 776 
modulated by the effect size, but also undesirably biased by the depth-dependent baseline 777 
noise distribution (compare green and blue profiles in Fig. S6D). 778 
iii. The baseline blood volume distribution varies across the cortical depth (Duvernoy et al., 779 
1981). This suggests that the cortical profiles of CBV change are expected to look different if 780 
analyzed quantitatively in ml volume change per 100 ml of parenchyma volume as opposed 781 
to evaluations in semi-quantitative units of % (compare red and blue profiles in Fig. S6D).  782 
To validate the reproducibility and robustness of the fMRI signal change measure used here with 783 
respect to noise, the cortical profiles of the three datasets are compared in Fig. S6E. The red profiles 784 
refer to a conventionally acquired dataset in this study (as described above) with an initial excitation 785 
flip angle of 21°. The blue profiles refer to the same dataset with the only difference that random 786 
Gaussian noise was added to increase the variance by 22%. The green profiles refer to a successively 787 
acquired dataset with identical scan and task parameters, with the sole difference, that the initial 788 
excitation flip angle was adjusted to be 17°, with correspondingly smaller tSNR. It can be seen that the 789 
quantitative profiles of CBV change in units of ml are virtually identical across the different noise levels, 790 
while the statistical z-scores show different profiles. This difference could potentially be coming from 791 
the different interaction of physiological and thermal noise across cortical depths.  792 
Please note however, that refraining from using inferential statistical significance scores as a measure 793 
of depth-dependent brain activity does not prevent us from applying statistical significance tests 794 
across tasks, participants and ROIs. In this study, all interpretations and statistical significance tests 795 
are based on depth-dependent quantitative signal changes. Statistical tests are not based on depth-796 
dependent significance scores of model fits.  797 
Statistical testing of double peak feature 798 
To validate the statistical certainty of the double-peak response, we employed a Larkin-F-test (Larkin, 799 
1979). Larkin-F-tests should not be confused with conventional F-test generating inferential 800 
significance scores. A Larkin test generates Larkin-F-scores based on the likelihood that a distribution 801 
is unimodal (consisting of one distribution) or bimodal (consisting of two sub-distributions). The 802 
statistical significance of the Larkin-F-scores is estimated by means of p-values referring to the 803 
probability that such a Larkin-F-score can be explained by noise only. Here, the noise refers to inter-804 
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trial variability. Note that in the layer-profiles here, neighboring data-points are not independent from 805 
each other. The signal and noise correlation between neighboring voxels is quantified with FSL 806 
SMOOTHEST (Nichols, 2008). Hence here, only a Larkin-F-score larger than 12.1 exceeds the 807 
significance threshold of p < 0.05 (not a Larkin-F-score of 4, as for independent data points). Since the 808 
Larkin-F-scores are not normal distributed, bootstrapping (1000 times resampling) hypothesis testing 809 
was applied with to test whether the Larkin-F-scores are statistically higher in CBV-fMRI compared to 810 
BOLD-fMRI.  811 
Quantification of directional activity 812 
Based on the known laminar distribution of the circuitry in M1 depicted in Fig. 1A, the depth-813 
dependent profiles of brain activity were characterized by two parameters; input-activity in superficial 814 
laminae and output-activity in deeper laminae Fig. 1B. The signal from superficial laminae was 815 
averaged and used as input-signal for further analysis (x-axis in Fig. 4). The signal in deeper laminae 816 
was averaged and used as output-signal for further analysis (y-axis in Fig. 4). This procedure refers to 817 
a straightforward depth-dependent spatial GLM of two boxcars (Fig. 1B). The input-signal and output-818 
signal of every participant was calculated for every task. To account for participant-specific variations 819 
in baseline-physiology (e.g. venous baseline oxygenation), these values were normalized by the 820 
participant-specific average response of all tasks. Participant-normalized values were used as 821 
coordinates in scatter plots shown in Fig. 4.  822 
Statistical testing of task distinguishability 823 
We investigated the distinguishability of different tasks statistically in two ways; firstly, by means of 824 
their contrast-to-noise ratio defined as the difference compared to their inter-participant variability 825 
(Fig. 4C) and secondly, by means of a classification accuracy (Fig. 4D).  826 Contrast-to-noise-ratio 827 
The calculation of the contrast-to-noise  ratio  (ΔS/σ)  is  indicated  in  the  figure  key  of  Fig.  4:  The  contrast  828 
(ΔS)  is  defined  as  the  Euclidian  distance  of the center of mass points of contrasts in the input-output 829 
scatter  plot  described  above.  The  noise  term  σ  is  defined  as  the  inter-participant variability of a certain 830 
task. Contrast-to-noise-ratio  values  in  Fig.  4C  refer  to  averages  of  ΔS/σ  for  one  task  compared to all 831 
the other tasks. 832 Decodability 833 
To investigate the decodability, a leave-one-out procedure was applied. First, one participant was 834 
selected and excluded from the dataset. The center of mass location of all four tasks was calculated 835 
from the data of the remaining participants. The data points of the selected participant were then 836 
classified based on the Euclidean distance to the center of mass of the remaining data points. For 837 
instance, since the green data point in Fig. 4 (green arrow) is closest to the center of mass of all the 838 
other green data points, it  would  be  correctly  classified  as  ‘tapping  without  touch’.  However,  another  839 
green data point in Fig. 4 (black arrow) is closer to the center of mass of the black data points. Hence, 840 
the data point at the black arrow would  be  falsely  classified  as  ‘touch  only’.  This  procedure  was  done  841 
for all participants. The percentage of correctly classified data points is depicted in Fig. 4D. 842 
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Statistical comparisons of CBV and GE-BOLD 843 
The performance of CBV-fMRI compared to GE-BOLD results was tested in three different ways. A) 844 
The bimodality (quantified by Larkin-F-scores, Fig. S3E) was statistically investigated in a bootstrapping 845 
resampling test across all participants between BOLD and VASO. B) The task distinguishability across 846 
participants was investigated by means of contrast-to-noise-ratios in a paired t-test between BOLD 847 
and VASO (Fig. 4C). C) The task distinguishability across participants was investigated by means of 848 
correct classification accuracy in a paired t-test between BOLD and VASO (Fig. 4D). 849 
Quantification of functional connectivity  850 Quantification of connectivity strength 851 
We started the quantification of connectivity strength by obtaining the signal fluctuations from a seed 852 
region. This time course was then used as a normalized regressor and fitted to the time course of 853 
signal fluctuations in the target region across cortical depths. The voxel-wise and depth-dependent 854 
fits  (β-values) were then used as a measure of connectivity in physical units of ml/100ml across cortical 855 
depths.  856 
We refrained from the application of the more commonly-used Pearson correlation as a measure for 857 
functional connectivity, because of its inherent sensitivity to the signal variance, which undesirably 858 
suppresses the noisier superficial cortical laminae. In superficial laminae, the temporal fluctuations 859 
are larger compared to deeper layers. This is partly due to the higher relative thermal noise 860 
contribution in superficial laminae as seen in SNR profiles in S6F. Here, SNR is estimated as a sum 861 
divided by the difference of average even- and odd-numbered time points of fMRI time series as 862 
proposed in (Glover and Lai, 1998). Because correlation-based values of functional connectivity are 863 
inversely biased from the temporal signal variance, they are not reproducible across different noise 864 
levels and they are biased towards higher values in deeper laminae (Fig. S6F). Regression-based 865 
quantitative values of functional connectivity, however, are reproducible across different noise levels 866 
and are not inversely biased by depth-dependent temporal signal variance (Fig. S6F).  867 Analysis of seeds across brain laminae  868 
To find areas that predominantly trigger M1 output-activity and areas that predominantly trigger M1 869 
input-activity only, a resting-state analysis was conducted based on the seed regions of superficial 870 
lamina in M1 compared to the seed regions in deeper laminae in M1. To account for the fact that 871 
superficial and deeper laminae share a lot of similarities (off-diagonal elements in Fig. 4), the seed 872 
time courses are orthogonalized (option in FSL Feat) to only represent those features that are unique 873 
to the specific laminae. Functional connectivity to the superficial and deeper laminae are investigated 874 
in two target ROIs, premotor cortex and primary sensory cortex (indicated in green and blue in Fig. 6). 875 
Statistical significance testing was done in a paired t-test using the signal change of the two ROIs with 876 
respect to the variability of this signal change across participants.  877 Analysis of seeds across brain areas  878 
Seed ROI locations of premotor cortex, primary sensory cortex and ipsilateral motor cortex were 879 
chosen based on the location of induced activity changes in scans during tapping tasks. The control 880 
seed regions were chosen as follows: First, a single GM voxel was randomly chosen out of a GM mask, 881 
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with the inclusion criteria to be located outside the three central sulci (pre-central sulcus, central 882 
sulcus and post-central  sulcus).  The  ‘column’  of  that  voxel  was  inflated  until  it  reached  the  size  of  the  883 
average ROIs of premotor, S1, and ipsilateral M1 seeds. For statistical analysis, 100 random control 884 
seed regions (partly overlapping) were used to estimate the noise floor (gray area in Fig. 7D) across 885 
cortical depth. Five exemplary seed regions are depicted in Fig 7C. Statistical testing to determine 886 
whether laminar resting-state profiles were significantly different from each other was done across 887 
participants (Fig. 7D).  888 DATA AND SOFTWARE AVALIABILITY 889 
The data presented here are available upon request. Downloading access requires a signed data 890 
sharing agreement as part of the intramural IRB protocol and is conducted via NIH Acronis Access. All 891 
custom written software and evaluation scripts can be accessed via a NeuroDebian virtualbox upon 892 
request. The authors are happy to share the 3D-VASO MR sequence upon request under SIEMENS C2P 893 
agreement. The coil combination STARC software is available on Github: 894 
https://github.com/djangraw/STARC-OptimalCoilCombo. 895 
KEY RESOURCE TABLE 
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER 
Antibodies 
   
   
   
   
   
Bacterial and Virus Strains  
   
   
   
   
   
Biological Samples   
   
   
   
   
   
Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins 
   
   
   
   
   
Critical Commercial Assays 
   
   
   
   
   
Deposited Data 
   
   
   
   
   
Experimental Models: Cell Lines 
   
   
   
   
   
Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains 
Key Resource Table
healthy human volunteers  this paper ClinicalTrials.gov 
identifier: 
NCT00001360 
Post mortem MRI data (Stüber et al., 2014) Fig. S1; 
https://doi.org/10.10
16/j.neuroimage.201
4.02.026 
   
   
   
   
Oligonucleotides 
   
   
   
   
   
Recombinant DNA 
   
   
   
   
   
Software and Algorithms 
SIEMENS VB17A- UHF image reconstruction SIEMENS 
Healthineers 
IcePAT WIP 571 
FSL Software Library v5.0 FMRIB, Oxford https://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac
.uk/fsl/fslwiki 
Analysis of Functional NeuroImages (AFNI) 
AFNI_2011_12_21_2014 and AFNI_17.2.05 
NIMH https://afni.nimh.nih.
gov/ 
Statistical Parametric Mapping v12 Wellcome Trust Centre 
for Neuroimaging, UCL 
 
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.
ac.uk/spm/ 
Stability weighted RF-coil combination (STARC)  this paper https://github.com/
djangraw/STARC-
OptimalCoilCombo 
   
   
   
Other 
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